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Figure 3.6: Measuring rim installed at the front left wheel of the testing vehile.
whih is measured by the measuring rim. This gure shows that on ampliation level the
measuring rim represents the real wheel load for frequenies up to 5{12Hz, depending on
the damper setting. The data was gained in test rig trials with the testing vehile Opel
Astra.
For soft damping it starts at 5Hz that the measuring rim aptures a signal that is smaller
than the real wheel load. The ampliation is approximately 1.5 throughout the frequeny
band from 5{20Hz. For hard damping it starts at 12Hz that the ampliation inreases
and also reahes a value of 1.5 at approximately 20Hz. On phase level it an be seen that
there is almost no phase shift between F
z
and F
z;rim
up to 8Hz. Starting from there, the
phase shift for soft damping dereases linearly, for hard damping it inreases slightly but
stays bounded to a maximum of 0:1 . The linearly dereasing phase shift for soft shok
absorbers implies that there is a onstant time delay in the transfer funtion from real
wheel load F
z
to rim fore F
z;rim
. Calulated from the data in Figure 3.7, this time delay

F
z
 5ms.
It is ontrary to expetation that the transfer funtion depends on the damper setting,
beause the shok absorber is mounted behind the point at whih the rim fore F
z;rim
is
measured|viewed from tire perspetive|and should therefore not inuene the onsidered
transfer funtion. An explanation for this phenomenon annot be given, but nevertheless
the observed time delay an be onsidered when looking at results when using the mea-
suring rim. For low frequenies up to 5Hz the signals from the rim an be onsidered to
represent the real wheel load. For higher frequenies the previous onsiderations must be
taken into aount.
3.2.4 Indiret Measurands
Several quantities whih are needed for the ontroller or for measuring purposes annot be
measured diretly. These have to be determined by alulus from atual diret measurands.
Examples for suh quantities are the dynami wheel load, the damper veloity, or the
braking slip. The dynami wheel load, the wheel load integral, and the damper veloity
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Figure 3.7: Transfer funtion from wheel load measured by the measuring rim to wheel load
measured by the test rig.
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take a speial plae in the list of those non-measurable quantities, beause they are essential
for the ontrol algorithm. For this reason, these three quantities shall be introdued in
more detail.
Dynami Wheel Load
The dynami wheel load F
z;dyn
is determined by a deviation of the so alled Aahen pro-
edure
7
. In the Aahen proedure it is assumed that the vehile an be modeled with a
quarter-ar model, where pithing and rolling is negleted. This holds true for onstant hor-
izontal fores (onstant de- or aeleration or onstant lateral fores). In ase of transient
braking (hanging braking fores, beginning of braking), the vehile annot be modeled
in suh a simple way anymore, beause the pithing and rolling inuenes the values of
the dynami wheel load at eah wheel. This alone would not make the Aahen proedure
unservieable for determining the dynami wheel load if those inuenes of pithing and
rolling were ompletely measurable by means of only the two vertial aelerations of the
respetive wheel and the respetive part of the body. This is not the ase, for the wheel
load at a given wheel leads not only to aelerations at this very wheel, but at other vehile
orners as well.
Aelerometers are used to alulate the dynami wheel load on every wheel. In fat, the
dynami wheel load has its highest inuene on the vertial aeleration of the respetive
wheel and on the vertial aeleration of the body diretly above this wheel. Moreover,
there is an inuene on the vertial aelerations of the rest of the vehile's body with
desending strength in the following order:
 The vertial aeleration of the vehile's body above the seond wheel at the same
axle
 The vertial aeleration above the seond wheel at the same trak
 The vertial aeleration of the vehile's body above the diagonal opposing wheel
The right and left trak, and the front and rear axle are oupled via the so alled oupling
mass. This means that a vertial fore at the front (rear) axle leads not only to a vertial
aeleration at the front (rear) axle but also at the rear (front) axle. The same holds true
for the oupling between right and left trak. A vertial fore at the right (left) trak
leads not only to a vertial aeleration at the right (left) but also at the left (right) trak.
This is beause the mass matries of the vehile model whih explain osillations in the
x-y-plane and in the x-z-plane are both ompletely lled.
In Figure 3.8 a rigid mass with a mass m and moment of inertia J is shown that shall
explain the eet of the oupling mass for a vehile, both with respet to angular osillations
around the x- and the y-axis. The motion of the mass an be desribed ompletely by either
making use of the set of oordinates z
1
and z
2
, or by making use of the set of oordinates
z and #. Both oordinate systems are a basis for the mass' motion. The mass is fored by
an external fore at the oordinate z
1
. The mass and its inertia shall stand for half of the
mass of the vehile's body and its inertia around either the x- or the y-axis.
It stands for half of the mass beause with this model the oupling along one axle
(angular motions around the x-axis) as well as along one trak (angular motions around
7
Winner (2006): Kraftfahrzeuge II p. 95.
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Figure 3.8: Rigid body with mass m, mass moment of inertia J and a fore F applied to the
oordinate z
1
.
the y-axis) is investigated. The external fore stands for the fore that is applied at one
suspension strut, it might be the damper fore that is applied additionally due to swithing
of the shok absorber. The system of equations that desribes the motion of suh a mass
with an external fore is given by:

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#

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
F
 F l
1

(3.4)
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an be formed. This matrix onnets the two dierent oordinate systems.
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Transforming the system of equations presented in equation 3.4 into the oordinate
system z
1
and z
2
leads to:
A
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whih is equivalent to
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This means that if m 
J
l
1
l
2
equals zero, the two equations are deoupled. For all other
values of m  
J
l
1
l
2
the two equations are oupled. m  
J
l
1
l
2
is the so alled oupling mass
m

. The oupling mass is a virtual point mass that annot be measured in the sense of a
real mass. It an also have negative values. The rest of the total mass m is distributed
to the virtual masses m
1
and m
2
. These are point-masses that are assumed to lie at the
oordinates z
1
and z
2
respetively. Keeping in mind that the three virtual masses must
sum up to the total mass, that the position of the enter of gravity should not be eeted
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by introduing those three masses, and that the total mass moment of inertia around the
enter of gravity of the virtual masses has to equal J , the virtual masses are determined
by:
m
1
=
J
l
1
(l
1
+ l
2
)
(3.9)
m
2
=
J
l
2
(l
1
+ l
2
)
(3.10)
m

= m 
J
l
1
l
2
(3.11)
What an the introdution of the oupling mass help to do? It shows that if a fore
is applied at oordinate z
1
, this auses not only an aeleration at this very oordinate,
but also at oordinate z
2
. This aeleration at oordinate z
2
is negative if the oupling
mass is negative, it is positive if the oupling mass is positive, and it is zero if and only
if the oupling mass equals zero. The oupling mass sets into relation the mass moment
of inertia J and the mass m. If J is very large, muh greater than ml
1
l
2
, the oupling
between z
1
and z
2
is not only strong, but also negative. On the ontrary, if ml
1
l
2
is muh
greater than J , the oupling is also strong, but positive.
Beside the oupling via the vehile's body, there is also a diret oupling between two
wheels of the same axle for the testing vehile. At the front axle this is due to the anti-roll
bar, at the rear axle the torsion-beam ats in a similar way. Hene, the wheels of one
axle are onneted via a rotational spring. In both ases a positive (negative) vertial
deetion of a wheel on the one side auses a fore that aelerates the wheel on the
other side upwards (downwards). The wheel load on one wheel therefore not only auses a
vertial aeleration of the wheel where it is applied, but also on the wheel of the opposite
trak.
Thus, the dynami wheel load for the i-th wheel an be alulated by the following
equation, making use of the fat that the dynami wheel load auses vertial aelerations
of the respetive wheel, the opposite wheel, and of the body in the previously desribed
manner.
F
z;dyn;i
= p
1;i
z
W;i
+ p
2;i
z
B;i
+ p
3;i
z
B;j
+ p
4;i
z
B;k
+ p
5;i
z
W;j
(3.12)
In this equation z
W;i
is the vertial aeleration of the wheel whose wheel load should
be determined, z
B;i
is the vertial aeleration of the body above this wheel, z
B;j
is the
vertial aeleration of the body above the wheel of the opposite trak on the same axle,
z
B;k
is the vertial aeleration of the body above the wheel of the same trak but on the
other axle, and z
W;j
is the vertial aeleration of the wheel of the opposite trak on the
same axle. The oeÆients p
1;i
to p
5;i
an physially be interpreted as the masses of the
respetive quantities but are not ompletely similar to them, beause it is not only the
respetive mass that is represented, but also the oupling of this mass with the onsidered
wheel. The parameters p
1;i
to p
5;i
used for all test drives are shown in Table 3.3.
The determination of these parameters was veried in test rig experiments, where the
real dynami wheel load ould be measured in high preision, and in braked test drives,
where the signal of a 6-omponent measuring rim minus the weight transfer was used to
validate the alulated wheel load at the front left wheel.
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Table 3.3: Parameters that are used for the so alled extended Aahen proedure to alulate
the dynami wheel load on every wheel.
20442429722r
20447637736f
p5,ip4,ip3,ip2,ip1,i
all p
in kg
Wheel Load Integral
The integral of dynami wheel load, or wheel load integral, FI is introdued beause it
is the main ontrol variable for the ative shok absorber ontroller (refer to setion 5.3).
For the exat denition of the wheel load integral refer to setion 4.1. It is gained by
integrating the dynami wheel load introdued in the previous setion. This quantity has
the property that due to the ltering behavior of the integral its frequeny spetrum is
shifted to lower frequenies than that for the dynami wheel load. Due to the fat that
higher frequenies are suppressed by the integral, the distribution of importane of the
ve oeÆients hanges. The wheel of the same axle on the opposing trak for example
has almost no inuene on the wheel load integral anymore, beause wheel aelerations
take plae at rather high frequenies above 10Hz. To determine to whih amount the
parameters p
1;i
to p
5;i
hange their relevane, a parameter inuene analysis is exeuted.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the results of parameter variations for the wheel load deter-
mining parameters with respet to their inuene on the wheel load integral. The data
in these gures are gained from a full-braking proedure. The wheel load integral is one
measured by means of the test-rim minus the weight transfer and one by integrating the
dynami wheel load alulated in equation 3.12. Then the parameters whih determine
the dynami wheel load are varied one by one. The variation is plotted on the x-axis (a
value of 1.05 here means that the respetive parameter has been inreased by 5%). The
hange in wheel load integral that is aused by the hange of the respetive parameter is
plotted on the y-axis. It an be seen that the wheel load integral reats most sensitive on
parameter p
2;i
for both hard and soft damping.
Other parameters, espeially the parameter p
5;i
, whih onnets the wheel load of the
front left wheel with the aeleration of the right left wheel, do not inuene the wheel
load integral by muh. This implies that with respet to the wheel load integral the body
movement of the wheel for whih the wheel load integral should be determined is most
relevant. The wheel load integral is therefore by big parts inuened by the pithing of
the body. Wheel osillations do not have a great inuene on the wheel load integral. It
an furthermore be seen that for soft damping the wheel load integral has a muh higher
inuene on the front right wheel and on the front right body aeleration than for hard
damping. This is due to the fat that for soft damping the rolling of the vehile is stronger
than for hard damping. Therefore more aeleration on the opposing trak is measurable
for the same wheel load integral in ase of soft damping than in ase of hard damping.
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Figure 3.9: Parameter variations of the wheel load determining parameters and their inuene
on the wheel load integral for hard damping.
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Figure 3.10: Parameter variations of the wheel load determining parameters and their in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e
on the wheel load integral for soft damping.
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Damper Veloity
The damper veloity v
D
is, beside the wheel load integral, the seond input for the
MiniMax-ontroller introdued in setion 4.4. The information needed to be obtained
is rstly the diretion of the damper's moving, either ompression or rebound, and se-
ondly the strength of the moving, the absolute value of v
D
, beause a swithing of the
damper at high damper veloities auses a larger eet than at low damper veloities.
v
D
annot be measured diretly in the testing vehile, as no veloity sensors are imple-
mented in the struts. In series appliation the damper veloity is therefore alulated by
integrating the dierene of body and wheel aeleration. This works ne as long as the ar
is not deelerated. In ase of deeleration the frequeny spetrum of the damper veloity is
shifted down to low frequenies (due to the body pithing motion). This auses problems
in the alulation of the damper veloity from aelerometer signals, for the aelerometers
inlude high-pass lter that suppress low frequenies.
Furthermore, in ase of deeleration the aelerometers of the body not only measure
the vertial body aeleration anymore (whih they ought to do), but they rather measure
the very low-frequeny longitudinal aeleration of the vehile as well, beause the body
and with it the body aelerometers are pithing. This is a seond reason why the signals
of the aelerometers are not suitable in the given ontext to measure the damper veloity.
Sine the low-frequeny body motions are of high interest in the given ontext, beause
the wheel load integral strongly orrelates with those motions, the damper veloity is
alulated from the signals of the spring deetion sensors on every wheel. From their
signals the derivative has to be taken of, whih leads to a noisy signal whih needs to be
ltered by a low-pass lter. This again leads to a time delay in online testing. Nevertheless,
sine the time delay of the lter used is in the dimension of 10ms or less and the important
frequenies lie below 5Hz, to lter the derivative of s
S
is a muh better hoie to determine
the damper veloity than to integrate z
B
  z
W
.
This has been investigated in test rig trials and in real test drives. The damper veloity
was determined o-line, the phase-shift was adjusted, and the realtime damper veloity
signals from both the spring deetion sensors and the aelerometers were ompared
with the o-line referene. This shows that espeially for low frequenies below 2Hz
the determination of damper veloity from the aelerometers is muh worse than from
deetion sensors.
3.3 4-Post Test Rig
For investigation of the testing vehile's vertial dynamis a 4-post test rig is used. This
one allows to apply a seismi exitation at every wheel independently from eah other.
The atual wheel load F
z;i
at the i-th wheel and the stroke of the i-th hydrauli post s
p;i
an be measured. The range of the posts' stroke reahes from min(s
p;i
) =  125mm to
max(s
p;i
) = 125mm. The test rig an supply a maximum fore of 40 kN per post. The
wheels are not bound in lateral diretion, whih means that lateral tire fores, whih would
inuene the vertial osillation, are not present. The seismi exitations applied at eah
wheel are free to be hosen within the limitations due to the hydrauli power of the test rig.
Pseudo-noise seismi exitations an be applied as well as a sinusoidal or a hirp signal.
Figure 3.11 shows the testing vehile standing on the 4-post test rig.
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Figure 3.11: Testing vehile on the 4-post test rig of ZF Sahs AG in Shweinfurt. A seismi
exitation an be applied to every wheel independently.
The test rig is used to investigate the vertial dynamis of the vehile and in partiular
to investigate the eet of swithing the shok absorbers on wheel load. The advantage
of using a test rig is the high reproduibility of the signals measured. E. g., the seismi
exitation an be preset in high auray on a test rig, whih is not possible on a regular
pavement. The driver plays no role when testing on the test rig. Neither does the weather
ondition nor the heating of the tires and the brakes when exeuting real test drives.
Using the test rig has the disadvantage, however, that only the vertial dynamis an be
investigated and even there, that the oupling between longitudinal and vertial dynamis
annot be looked at. No eet on the vertial osillation of the vehile whih is aused by
lateral or longitudinal fores an be investigated.
3.4 Test Traks
To avoid the problems of missing oupling between horizontal and vertial dynamis in
the test rig experiments, real test traks have been dened that allow to investigate the
vehile's behavior with the wheel spinning and the braking system braking.
3.4.1 Test Trak `Dened Obstales'
When it omes to real test drives there is always the problem of reproduibility. It is
hard to guarantee it on a normal road with standard kind of exitation amplitudes. For
many investigations this an be dealt with by either exeuting many tests and/or looking
at measurands that are highly integrative. But some test drives demand a very high
reproduibility in the short time-sale, e. g. if the eet on wheel load, braking fore or
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braking slip of one single swithing proess should be investigated. In suh ases it is useful
to make use of dened obstales. Those should have a given shape that is known and the
exitation aused by them should be rather high so that it learly an be diered between
the response to the exitation of the obstales and the response to the standard pavement
(whih is not very reproduible). In this thesis two osine-shaped obstales (osine waves)
have been used (refer to Figure 3.12). Their elevation prole is governed by the following
equation:
h
CW
(x) =
^
h
CW

1  os

2
l
CW
x

; (3.13)
where the length of the osine waves is l
CW
= 2m and their maximum elevation from
the ground is 2
^
h
CW
= 0:04m (refer to Figure 3.13). Both are oriented parallelly in driving
diretion.
Figure 3.12: Cosine-shaped obstales that are used for test drives to ause reproduible and
high-magnitude osillation responses of the testing vehile
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Figure 3.13: Elevation vs. longitudinal length of the osine-shaped obstale.
Depending on the passing veloity, the osine waves exite the vehile at diering fre-
queny bands. The faster the vehile rosses the obstales, the higher are the exitation
8
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frequenies (refer to Figure 3.14). The osine waves are made from steel and rigidly on-
neted to the pavement. Their driving surfaes are glued with a so alled Safety Walk,
whih is an artiial pavement with similar properties (espeially the frition oeÆient)
as normal asphalt pavement.
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Figure 3.14: Frequeny spetrum of the seismi exitation aused by passing the osine waves
for dierent passing veloities. Data gained by alulus
9
.
3.4.2 Test Trak `Standard Road'
The test trak `Standard Road' has been hosen with the intention to get results from driv-
ing and braking on it that are omparable to the ones on a typial German Autobahn. The
test trak is loated on a losed aireld that belongs to Tehnishe Universitat Darmstadt
and an be used for test drives (August-Euler-Flugplatz in Griesheim). In Figure 3.15 this
test trak is shown. The white line in the piture marks the elevation prole of this test
trak, whih has been measured (refer to Figure 3.16). This prole has a slowly inreasing
slope (70 m per 100m) and its unevenness is omparable to the one on typial highways.
From inspetion it an be seen that the pavement struture looks similar to the one that
an be found on typial roads.
9
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Figure 3.15: Test trak `Standard Road' (an aireld) on whih part of the braking tests are
exeuted with the testing vehile during a braking proedure.
To make this inspetion more quantiable two measurands are hosen whih allow to
ompare the test trak to other roads:
The unevenness U
P
and the Delta Spring Displaement s
S
. It is assumed that the
power spetral density of the pavement overdriven shows a linear behavior in the double-
logarithmi frequeny domain. The unevenness U
P
values the elevation prole of the
pavement in the frequeny domain. The Delta Spring Displaement s
S
provides with
information about the overall power of the exitation due to driving over a given pavement.
As is shown in setion 4.4.2, this quantity is based on the self-leveling eet of ative shok
absorbers. It measures the hange in vertial level of the vehile's body for dierent shok
absorber ongurations and is the higher, the stronger the seismi exitation, the more
power is put into the system due to the pavement's vertial unevenness. s
S
measures
therefore the overall unevenness. U
P
provides with information about how the power of the
pavement is distributed in the frequeny domain. U
P
is the negative slope of the elevation
prole plotted vs. the wave number.
Figure 3.16 shows the elevation prole of a 100-m-part of the aireld whih is used to
exeute braking proedures. The data is gained from own measuring with a laser distane
instrument. Besides the determination of the slope, whih an be seen in the gure, the
measurement of the elevation prole was undertaken to determine the roughness of the
pavement.
Figure 3.17 shows the frequeny spetrum of the elevation prole of the test traks that
are used for the braking proedures. It an be seen that the unevenness U
P
 1  0:1
on the hosen trak. For typial highways U
P
 1 as well (refer to Mitshke
10
)
11
. This
means that the hosen test trak is similar to a typial German highway with respet to the
10
Mitshke/Wallentowitz (2004): Dynamik der Kraftfahrzeuge p. 298.
11
The unevennessW in relevant literature is often dened as the slope of the power spetral density (PSD)
of the pavement. Here U
P
is the slope of the elevation prole and has therefore values that are by the
fator two smaller than the ones that are alulated from using the PSD.
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Figure 3.16: Longitudinal elevation prole of the test trak `Standard Road' that is used for
braking tests mainly.
measurand U
P
. For suh a typial road the amplitudes of elevation derease approximately
with f
 1
, same as the amplitudes on the test trak `Standard Road' do.
For the test trak `Standard Road' the same testing proedure as explained in setion 4.5
is exeuted. The value for the Delta Spring Displaement at the front right wheel for
this testing trak at a vehile's speed of 85 km/h and for swithing from F
z;req
= +1 to
F
z;req
=  1 or vie versa is
s
S;fr
= 2:8mm: (3.14)
Comparing this value with the ones from a typial German Autobahn, whih are pre-
sented in Figure 4.17, shows that the test trak hosen is omparable to those typial
roads. This is for two reasons: First of all, beause the frequeny spetrum of the test
trak hosen is similar to the one that an be found on ordinary highways. Seondly, the
newly introdued measurand s
S
, whih measures the possible eet strength on a given
pavement, is also omparable to the ones found in reality. Thus, the test drives exeuted
on the test trak hosen are assumed to be representative for suh typial highways as the
ones shown in Figure 4.14. For those kinds of pavement, that is for stohasti pavements
whih feature a linear dereasing elevation prole in the double-logarithmi wave-number
plot, the frequeny spetrum of the exitation is independent of the driving veloity. With
inreasing veloity it is only the magnitude that inreases, but the distribution of exitation
over the frequeny spetrum remains onstant.
Thus, results whih are gained on suh a test trak for the ase when the only exitation
is the seismi exitation (no braking, aeleration, or urve-driving), an be assumed to
have the same quality, no matter at whih driving speed they are gained. If hard damping
is better with respet to lowering the RMS on wheel load on a given stohasti road at one
onstant veloity, it should be better for every onstant veloity.
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Figure 3.17: Spetrum in the distane domain of the test trak that was used to exeute
braking proedures on an ordinary road. The longitudinal elevation prole of a distane of 100
meters was measured. The spetrum for the total 100 meters, the rst 50 meters and the last
50 meters are shown.  is the so alled wave number that measures the number of waves per
100 meters.  = 10=(100m) means that there are 10 full wavelengths per 100 meters at the
given pavement.
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3.5 Conlusions
In this hapter the testing tools have been presented. The ative shok absorbers whih are
used as atuators in this thesis and the terms spreading and rebound/ompression ratio
have been introdued. Both are essential parameters for the eet whih an ative shok
absorber an have on the vertial dynamis. The testing vehile is hosen suh that it
overs a wide range of vehiles that an be found on German streets. A braking mahine
is used to guarantee that the initial slope of braking pressure is reproduible from one
braking proedure to another.
Most of the physial quantities that ought to be determined to value the braking per-
formane an be measured by means of sensors whose signal is diretly onneted to the
respetive physial quantity. Some measurands, however, have to be determined indiretly.
The most important representatives for those are the dynami wheel load, the wheel load
integral, and the damper veloity. The former are alulated from aelerometer signals,
the latter is alulated from the signals of displaement sensors.
The testing tools used inlude ones that are meant to investigate the vertial dynamis
of the testing vehile, ones that allow to investigate the oupling between vertial and
longitudinal dynamis, and ones that are hosen to determine the braking distane.
The rst purpose is fullled by a 4-post test rig whih is used for vertial exitations of
the testing vehile, for the seond purpose dened, osine-shaped obstales are used, and
for the latter purpose a test trak that is omparable to a German highway is hosen. This
test trak is seleted suh that a representative statement about the potential to redue
the braking distane by means of ative shok absorber ontrol is possible.
The parameters whih inuene the braking distane have been identied and distributed
in two dimensions over three ategories eah. There are parameters whih an be ontrolled
and measured, and these are the ones whih are indeed kept onstant during the braking
proedures in order to make them omparable. All parameters whih annot be ontrolled
must be treated as random errors to the results of the determination of the braking distane.
Summarizing, it an be stated that the testing tools are hosen suh that the braking
distane an be determined in the preision whih is required to measure the eet whih
the vertial dynamis has on the longitudinal dynamis. Furthermore, all testing tools are
hosen suh that the expeted onlusions are representative for real-life appliations.
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In this hapter the vertial dynamis of the testing vehile are investigated in a quarter-
ar simulation model, in test-rig trials, and in test drives. The objetive is to nd the
onnetion between the swithing of the shok absorber from one onstant line to the other
(hard to soft or vie versa) and the ourse of wheel load in the time and the magnitude
domain. To do this it is neessary to dene referenes to whih the ourse of wheel load
after swithing the shok absorber an be ompared. Thus, experiments with a high
reproduibility of the ourse of wheel load are designed in order to be able to ompare the
ourse of wheel load with and without swithing the shok absorber.
After introduing a ouple of denitions in setion 4.1, in setion 4.2 the general possi-
bility to have an inuene on wheel load by means of ative shok absorbers is explained.
The fous lies on the transient behavior of the wheel load, the behavior in the long run
does not play a role here.
The quarter-ar model whih is used for numerial investigations of the vertial dynamis
is introdued in setion 4.3. This model is a seismi exited non-linear osillator with two
degrees of freedom. It is also in this setion that fundamental thoughts about the frequeny
range in whih the use of a shok absorber ontroller makes sense are developed. For those
thoughts the quarter-ar model is partly linearized by using onstant but diering damping
oeÆients for rebound and ompression.
Based on those fundamentals, the ore ontroller with whih the wheel load is on-
trolled is introdued in setion 4.4. It is alled MiniMax-ontroller, for it is a ontrol logi
whih swithes between hard and soft damping. The possibility to ontinuously adjust the
vehile's damping is not made use of. The ontroller works individually for eah wheel
and has two inputs: the atual damper veloity v
D
and the atual request of wheel load
F
z;req
2 f 1;+1g at the respetive wheel. The one and only output is the damper urrent
I
D
2 f0A; 1:6Ag. With this ore ontroller artiial harateristi lines for the shok
absorbers an be generated, depending on the request of wheel load. These lead to a
lowering/lifting of the body, whose eet is disussed in setion 4.4, too.
The omplex soure of the request of wheel load whih is applied to redue the braking
distane|an essential part of the overall ontroller|is not disussed in this hapter, but
in hapter 5, where the longitudinal dynamis are addressed.
In the following setion 4.5 the testing vehile is set on a real road and the lifting and
lowering eet of the MiniMax-ontroller is used to determine the roughness of standard
southwestern German highways. The results of these measuring are taken to ompare the
atual testing trak `Standard Road' with a typial Autobahn in order to make the braking
results transferable.
In setion 4.6 in test rig experiments three steps are undertaken: First of all, the eet
whih the swithing of the shok absorber has on wheel load is determined in its time and
magnitude frame for a real ar|the testing vehile desribed in setion 3.2. Seondly,
the eet is ompared for dierent exitation senarios to determine if the plaes where
the seismi exitation is applied aet the results. Finally, the numerial results from
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investigations with the quarter-ar model are ompared with the results from the test rig.
4.1 Denitions
First of all, a ouple of denitions shall be introdued for the vertial dynamis of a
passenger ar.
Wheel Load F
z
The wheel load F
z
is the part of the fore in the ontat zone of tire and ground whih
ats in z-, meaning in vertial diretion. This fore is ounted positive if it ats in upward
diretion with respet to the tire. In the sales measured in the given ontext the wheel
load an never have values below zero, beause at value zero the wheel loses its ontat to
the ground.
Stati Wheel Load F
z;stat
The term stati wheel load desribes the fore F
z;stat
in the ontat zone of tire and ground
that ats in the stati ase (the ar is not moving and standing on a horizontal plane) in
z-diretion. It only depends on the total mass of the ar and on the mass distribution and
is assumed to be time-invariant during a driving yle. Obviously the stati wheel load
always has positive values.
Body Indued Wheel Load F
z;bi
Body indued wheel load shall be dened as stati wheel load whih hanges its value due
to the deeleration  x
V
during the braking proess and is reeting the weight transfer.
At the rear axle wheel load is dereasing while at the front axle it is inreasing during
braking due to fores ating below the vehile's enter of gravity h
CG
. This part annot be
ontrolled and therefore must not be ontrolled. The body indued wheel load is dened
as follows:
F
z;bi;f
(t) = F
z;stat;f
+F
z;bi
(4.1)
for a wheel at the front axle and
F
z;bi;r
(t) = F
z;stat;r
 F
z;bi
(4.2)
for a wheel at the rear axle, with
F
z;bi
=
1
2
m
V
( x
V
(t))
h
CG
l
(4.3)
as the dierene of wheel load between braking and non-braking situation due to weight
transfer whih leads to a greater (smaller) stationary wheel load. h
CG
is the height of the
enter of gravity of the whole vehile, measuring from the ground, l is the wheel base|the
distane from one axle to the other|, m
V
is the total mass of the vehile and x
V
the
longitudinal aeleration of the vehile. x
V
is negativ for braking. The same holds true
for weight transfer from right to left lane when a lateral fore ats on the vehile below
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h
CG
. Sine in this thesis only test drives moving straight ahead are undertaken, this kind
of weight transfer does not play a role in the given ontext.
Dynami Wheel Load F
z;dyn
The dynami wheel load F
z;dyn
is the dierene of the atual wheel load and the body
indued wheel load. Without any longitudinal fores on another elevation than h
CG
ating
on the vehile, this is equal to the dierene of atual wheel load and stati wheel load.
The dynami wheel load desribes the osillation of wheel load and by this it has positive
and negative values.
F
z;dyn
(t) = F
z
(t)  F
z;bi
(t) (4.4)
Wheel Load Integral FI
The integral of the dynami wheel load FI is dened as
FI(t) =
t
Z
t
0
F
z;dyn
() d: (4.5)
Its benet is explained in detail in setion 5.3. Here it should just be introdued and
dened analytially. The mean value of the wheel load integral is always zero in the long
run, for the dynami wheel load's mean value always equals zero in the long run. Thus,
the wheel load integral annot drift away and is therefore bounded within the limits of the
maximum osillations of the dynami wheel load.
RMS on Dynami Wheel Load RMS(F
z;dyn
) = F
e
z;dyn
The RMS on dynami wheel load between times t
0
and t
1
is dened as follows:
RMS(F
z;dyn
) = F
e
z;dyn
=
v
u
u
u
t
1
t
1
  t
0
t
1
Z
t
0
F
2
z;dyn
dt (4.6)
The same denition holds true for every variable X.
RMS(X) = X
e
=
v
u
u
u
t
1
t
1
  t
0
t
1
Z
t
0
X
2
dt (4.7)
4.2 Possibilities to Inuene Wheel Load
As it was shown in setion 2.3.2, the braking fore an not only be ontrolled by a system
whih ats on the braking torque|as the ABS does|, but it an also be inuened by
ating on the wheel load. Prinipally speaking, both ways are suitable for the given
purpose in the same manner. Here the wheel load is inuened by ontrolling the ative
shok absorbers to nally inuene the braking fore and the braking slip. But how an
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the wheel load be inuened by an ative shok absorber? How does the ausal diretion
look like? To answer these questions a simple swithing from hard to soft damping is
investigated in more detail. For hard damping, the damper fore is greater than for soft
damping, onstant damper veloity provided.
In Figure 4.1 a part of a quarter-ar model is shown whih only inludes the damper
fore. The fore of the spring an be negleted for the following thoughts. The damper is
onsidered to be in rebound at a onstant veloity v
D
= v
B
  v
W
= onst > 0. In rebound
the damper fore points upwards with respet to the wheel and downwards with respet
to the body. This means that during rebound the damper fore redues the wheel load.
If the damper fore was not there, the wheel would not be pulled upwards and therefore
the wheel load would be greater than it is with the damper fore being present. But
what happens if the damper is swithed from hard to soft damping at a given veloity in
rebound? The damper fore will derease, the wheel will be pulled upwards less and the
wheel load will therefore inrease.
Body
Wheel
vB
vW
Fz(ID=ID,max)
FD(ID=0A)FD(ID=ID,max)
Fz(ID=0A)
Figure 4.1: Damper fore for hard and soft damping in rebound and its eet on wheel load
1
.
Similar onsiderations an be made for every possible state of damper movement and
nally one ends up with a quite simple matrix whih is alled the Wheel Load Inuene
Matrix (refer to Table 4.1). It ought to be read in the following manner|exemplarily
for the upper right orner: If the damper is swithed from hard to soft in rebound, this
will lead to an inrease in wheel load. The swithing must be thought of in the following
manner: By hanging the system-immanent parameter k
B
, one ends up with a system with
a new set of parameters. Compared are then the two ourses of wheel load for those two
systems, starting from the same initial onditions. Those initial onditions are the atual
system states at time of swithing the shok absorber in both ases.
1
If the damper is in rebound and it is swithed from hard to soft, the damper fore will derease and
sine it ats upwards with respet to the wheel the wheel load will inrease.
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Table 4.1: Wheel Load Inuene Matrix
Decrease in 
wheel load 
Increase in 
wheel load
Soft to hard
Increase in 
wheel load
Decrease in 
wheel load
Hard to soft
ReboundCompression
Shock abs. 
stage
Switching
of shock abs.
4.3 Quarter-Car Model and Simulation
A quarter-ar model is used to investigate the vertial dynamis of the testing vehile. The
model is shown in Figure 4.2. The model has two degrees of freedom, body deetion z
B
and wheel deetion z
W
, and is fored by a seismi exitation z
0
. It onsists of two point
masses whih represent the part of the total body massm
B
that ats on the respetive wheel
and the wheel's mass m
W
. Furthermore, it ontains a linear spring and a linear damper
for the wheel's vertial stiness 
W
and damping k
W
. Both wheel parameters are of ourse
dominated by the tire parameters. The rim does not ontribute to the overall wheel's
stiness and damping in the investigated frequeny band from 0{30Hz. The vertial body
spring stiness 
B
is modeled by a linear spring. The model does neither represent the
braking proess of the ar nor its rolling behavior. Nevertheless this model an be used to
investigate the vertial dynamis of the ar, as will be seen in setion 4.6.3.
m
B
m
W
z
W
z
B
z
0
c
W
c
B
k
W
k
B
Proportionate
body mass, 
sprung mass
Body damper/
Body spring
Wheel mass,
unsprung mass
Tire damper/
Tire spring
Pavement
Figure 4.2: Mathematial model, used for simulation of the vertial dynamis of the testing
vehile.
The model is governed in analytial form by the following system of equations.
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The gravitational aeleration is not inluded, for the origin of the oordinates is set to
the stati equilibrium. The stati wheel load in this model therefore has the value zero.
The dynami wheel load is determined by the sum of tire damper and tire spring fore.
F
z;dyn
(t) = k
W
[ _z
0
(t)  _z
W
(t)℄ + 
W
[z
0
(t)  z
W
(t)℄ =   (F
k
W
(t) + F

W
(t)) (4.9)
The priniple of linear momentum for the body and the wheel writes down as:
m
B
z
B
=   (F
k
B
+ F

B
) ; (4.10)
where the body damper fore F
k
B
plus the body spring fore F

B
|provided that they are
positive|ause a downward aeleration of the body. The priniple of linear momentum
for the wheel writes:
m
W
z
W
= F
k
B
+ F

B
  (F
k
W
+ F

W
) ; (4.11)
where the body damper fore F
k
B
plus the body spring fore F

B
|provided that they are
positive|ause an upward aeleration of the wheel and the wheel damper fore F
k
W
plus
the wheel spring fore F

W
ause a downward aeleration of the wheel. Both the wheel
damper fore F
k
W
and the wheel spring fore F

W
sum up to the negative of the dynami
wheel load (refer to equation 4.9). Thus, the dynami wheel load an also be written as:
F
z;dyn
= m
W
z
W
  (F
k
B
+ F

B
) (4.12)
Together with equation 4.10 this leads to:
F
z;dyn
= m
W
z
W
+m
B
z
B
(4.13)
This means that the dynami wheel load of a quarter-ar model an be alulated by
summing up the vertial wheel aeleration and the vertial body aeleration, weighted
with the wheel and the body mass respetively. This is the so alled Aahen proedure to
alulate the dynami wheel load (refer to setion 3.2.4).
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the system of equations is nonlinear, sine the
damping fator k
B
of the ative shok absorber is a funtion of the damper veloity and
of the damper urrent: k
B
= k
B
(v
D
; I
D
), where the damper veloity v
D
is dened as the
dierene between vertial body veloity _z
B
and vertial wheel veloity _z
W
.
v
D
(t) = _z
B
(t)  _z
W
(t) (4.14)
The damping fator k
B
depends on the damper urrent I
D
, beause this is how the desired
damper harateristi is adjusted. For a given damper veloity an indenite number of
dierent k
B
an be set by hoosing I
D
2 [I
D;min
; I
D;max
℄. Neither the setpoint for the damper
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urrent nor the setpoint for the damping fator are met immediately after swithing the
damper from one state to another. These time delays are implemented in the model by
means of rst order low-pass lters, where the damper fore is ltered.
The damping fator vs. the damper veloity is shown in Figure 4.3 and in Figure 4.4.
These data are related to the front and the rear left damper of the testing vehile and have
been obtained on a test rig at and by ZF Sahs AG. The atual damping ratio depends not
only on the damper veloity but also on the parameter damper urrent I
D
. In the gure
only the two extrema of this dependeny are shown. The real damper an adopt any value
of damper urrent between 0 and 1.6A.
-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
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v
D,fl
 in m/s
k
B
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l 
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 N
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m
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hard
I
D
 = 0 A
I
D
 = 1.6 A 
Front left 
Figure 4.3: Damping fators used in the quarter-ar model, gained from experiments with the
front left damper of the testing vehile, soure: ZF Sahs AG.
The parameters of the quarter-ar model are shown in Table 4.2. As for the tire damping
k
W
it must be mentioned that this value is a rough approximation of the values measured,
whih lay between 200 and 1,000Ns/m, depending on and dereasing with the exitation
frequeny. But the atual value of the tire damping fator is not that important, beause
it is very small ompared to the body damping fator. It is only important that there is a
tire damping at all, beause it is responsible for a phase shift in the wheel load whih is
measured by summing up vertial tire spring and damper fore.
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Figure 4.4: Damping fators used in the quarter-ar model, gained from experiments with the
rear left damper of the testing vehile, soure: ZF Sahs AG.
Table 4.2: Parameters of the quarter-ar model
Parameter Value Soure
front left rear left
m
B
380 kg 290 kg own measuring: alulated
from stati wheel load
m
W
31 kg 22 kg own measuring: weight
measuring with damper and
oil spring dismantled

B
29N/mm 28.6N/mm own measuring: hydrauli
press and lifting platform

W
228N/mm 228N/mm own measuring: hydrauli
shaker
k
B
as shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 ZF Sahs AG
k
B;lin
(I
D
= 1:6A) 1500Ns/m 1200Ns/m alulated from
k
B;lin
(I
D
= 0A) 6000Ns/m 4000Ns/m harateristi diagram
k
W
400Ns/m 400Ns/m own measuring: hydrauli
shaker
First undamped
eigenfrequeny f
e1
1.3Hz 1.5Hz alulated from the given
parameters
Seond undamped
eigenfrequeny f
e2
14.4Hz 17.2Hz alulated from the given
parameters
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Linearized Quarter-Car Model
For the following investigations the quarter-ar model is linearized in the sense that the
damping oeÆients for hard and soft damping are set to the values given in Table 4.2.
This is done beause otherwise it is impossible to solve the governing equations of motion
analytially. These equations of motion write as:
Mz
lin
+K _z
lin
+Cz
lin
= f =

0
k
W
_z
0
+ 
W
z
0

(4.15)
The eigenfrequenies for the undamped linearized system an be found in Table 4.2.
Now if z
0
(t) is assumed to be of the form:
z
0
(t) = z^
0
e
j
t
; (4.16)
the partiular solution for the system of fored dierential equations an be found with
the following approah:
z
lin
= z^ e
j
t
(4.17)
,
applied to equation 4.15 yields to:
  

2
Mz^ e
j
t
+ j
K z^ e
j
t
+C z^ e
j
t
=

0
j
 k
W
+ 
W

z^
0
e
j
t
(4.18)

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2
M+ j
K

z^ =

0
j
 k
W
+ 
W

z^
0
(4.19)
The omplex vetor of amplitudes is thus given by:
z^(
) =

C  

2
M + j
K

 1

0
j
 k
W
+ 
W

z^
0
(4.20)
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
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(4.21)
Aording to equation 4.13 the amplitude of the dynami wheel load an be alulated
as:
^
F
z;dyn
(
) = m
B
^
z
B
(
) +m
W
^
z
W
(
); (4.22)
where
^
z(
) =  

2
z^(
). Both
^
z and
^
F
z;dyn
are omplex quantities. The part of dynami
wheel load whih auses a movement of the ar's body and the one whih auses the ar's
wheel to osillate an be separately written as:
^
F
z;dyn;B
(
) = m
B
^
z
B
(
) (4.23)
^
F
z;dyn;W
(
) = m
W
^
z
W
(
) (4.24)
This means that part of the dynami wheel load is responsible and therefore measurable
in terms of vertial body aeleration, another part is measurable in terms of vertial wheel
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aeleration. The question is, to whih amount do those two parts ombine to the total
dynami wheel load? This question needs to be answered in order to be able to determine
in whih frequeny range the relevant osillations will take plae and in order to deide if
either the body or the wheel osillations are more relevant in the given ontext.
In Figure 4.5 the dynami wheel load response vs. the exitation frequeny of a seismi
exitation is plotted. For frequenies well below 10Hz, for both hard and soft damping
the main part of dynami wheel load results in an osillation of the vehile's body. This is
beause at those low frequenies the wheel is almost not moving with respet to the seismi
exitation. It just moves up und down with the same phase as the seismi exitation and
transfers the dynami wheel load to body spring and damper fores whih then exite the
vehile's body. One an see that for hard damping the dynami wheel load almost only
onsists of the part that results in body osillations over the whole frequeny bandwidth.
It is only at 30Hz that the two parts, body and wheel part, ontribute with the same
amount to the dynami wheel load's eet.
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Figure 4.5: Amplitude of dynami wheel load per amplitude of seismi exitation vs. frequeny.
Data gained from the linearized quarter-ar model for the front left wheel.
For soft damping the piture is slightly dierent. Here it is already below 10Hz that
the wheel part exeeds the body part. This is beause for soft damping the wheel and
the body are less dynamially onneted than for hard damping. Thus, the wheel an
osillate in its eigenfrequeny at around 15Hz without aeting the body. So due to the
seismi exitation and by this due to the dynami wheel load osillation the wheel an
osillate without transferring vibrational energy to the body. This is why in ase of soft
dampers and at higher frequenies the dynami wheel load is almost only reeted in wheel
osillations. If the damping oeÆient is rather high, this means that the wheel osillation
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is strongly onneted to the body's osillation and via the wheel the dynami wheel load
is diretly translated into body osillation.
Furthermore, one an see that the ampliation of dynami wheel load at higher frequen-
ies is approximately by fator ve higher than at low frequenies. For soft damping the
loal maximum between 1 and 2Hz has a value of 80 kN/m, whereas the loal maximum
between 10 and 20Hz has a value of almost 400 kN/m. For hard damping there are no
distinguished maxima, but still the dimension of ratio for ampliations at high and low
frequenies is roughly the same as for soft damping. This gives a piture of what to expet
in terms of frequeny spetrum when exiting one of the wheels with the same amplitude
of seismi exitation at every frequeny|i. e. with a white noise on displaement level.
The response of the integral of dynami wheel load FI|a quantity whih will be intro-
dued and used in more detail in setion 4.6.1|to a seismi exitation is also determined
by means of the linearized quarter-ar model. The omplex amplitude of the integral of
dynami wheel load an be determined by simply dividing the omplex amplitude of the
dynami wheel load by the exitation frequeny j
.
^
FI(
) =
^
F
z;dyn
(
)
j

(4.25)
In Figure 4.6 the response of the integral of dynami wheel load to a seismi exitation
is plotted vs. the exitation frequeny. The integral of dynami wheel load is investigated
beause it establishes the onnetion between vertial and longitudinal dynamis. The
detailed explanation of why this is the ase an be found in setion 5.3.
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Figure 4.6: Amplitude of the integral of dynami wheel load per amplitude of seismi exitation
vs. frequeny. Data gained from the linearized quarter-ar model for the front left wheel.
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Now for this integral, the distribution over frequenies diers from the one for pure dy-
nami wheel load. Sine the integral has a lowpass-ltering behavior, the lower frequenies
are weighted stronger now. For hard damping the maximum of the integral of wheel load
appears at 3Hz, whereas for soft damping it lies between 1{2Hz. For both hard and soft
damping the amplitudes of the integral of dynami wheel load are by a fator 2{3 smaller
for high frequenies above 10Hz than for low frequenies below 10Hz. This means that
with respet to the integral of dynami wheel load the osillations of the body are more
relevant than the osillations of the wheel. This has two reasons: First, beause the part
of dynami wheel load whih auses body osillations is greater for lower frequenies and
seond, beause the magniation of the integral of dynami wheel load is smaller for high
frequenies than for low frequenies. Both reasons ause that the ontrol algorithm for
longitudinal purposes is most needed at lower frequenies.
In Figure 4.7 the amplitude of the integral of dynami wheel load per amplitude of
seismi exitation, divided by the exitation frequeny is shown.
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Figure 4.7: Amplitude of dynami wheel load per amplitude of seismi exitation divided by

 vs. frequeny. Data gained from the linearized quarter-ar model for the front left wheel.
Why is this division by the frequeny done? Looking bak at setion 3.4.2, it beomes
lear why. On a road with a standard roughness the amplitude of vertial exitation
dereases with the wave number (for a onstant veloity this is omparable to a frequeny
in the time domain) to the power of minus one. Translated into a time-based frequeny
this means that driving at a onstant speed the amplitude of the vertial exitation also
dereases with the frequeny to the power of minus one. Thus, driving on an ordinary road,
the exitation by the pavement auses the integral of dynami wheel load to behave in the
way shown in Figure 4.7 with respet to frequeny. The neessity to ontrol the dynami
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wheel load and its integral therefore lies at lower rather than at higher frequenies. In ase
of braking, the quarter-ar is not only exited by the seismi exitation but also by the
additional (subtrated) wheel load at the front (rear) wheel due to weight transfer (refer to
setion 2.2). This kind of exitation holds very low frequenies, assuming that the braking
fore and with it the weight transfer is applied onstantly and immediately. It therefore an
be negleted in the thoughts just made, beause it does not hold a noteworthy proportion
of high frequenies and therefore does not hange the quality of onlusions just drawn.
Looking at the response of the integral of dynami wheel load to a seismi exitation
gives an idea of the frequeny bandwidth within whih the wheel-load ontroller needs to
work. But this is only one part of the whole inspetion, it is the demand part. The seond
question whih needs to be answered is the supply question. In whih frequeny band is
it possible to atually inuene the wheel load? To answer this question, in Figure 4.8 the
amplitude of damper veloity v^
D
=
^
_z
B
 
^
_z
W
per amplitude of seismi exitation is plotted
vs. frequeny. It an be seen that the amplitude of damper veloity osillations inreases
with inreasing frequeny. For the same amplitude of seismi exitation the amplitude
of damper veloity is higher at higher frequenies than at lower frequenies. Sine the
damper veloity delivers a diret onnetion to the possible strength of the eet a wheel-
load ontroller an have (refer to setion 4.6.2), this implies that the possible eet of the
ontroller is highest at high frequenies. This is orret for a white noise exitation on the
displaement level. But again, in reality the seismi exitation is omparable to a white
noise on veloity level rather than on displaement level.
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Figure 4.8: Amplitude of damper veloity per amplitude of seismi exitation vs. frequeny.
Data gained from the linearized quarter-ar model for the front left wheel.
That is why, similar to the thoughts formed for the integral of dynami wheel load,
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in Figure 4.9 the amplitude of the damper veloity per seismi exitation is plotted vs.
frequeny and divided by the frequeny. It an be seen that now the amplitude of damper
veloity dereases with the exitation frequeny from 1{3Hz on. The maximum of damper
veloity is reahed for both hard and soft damping at approximately 1{4Hz.
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Figure 4.9: Amplitude of damper veloity per amplitude of seismi exitation divided by 
 vs.
frequeny. Data gained from the linearized quarter-ar model for the front left wheel.
Comparing Figure 4.7 with Figure 4.9 it an be seen that the demand on the wheel-load
ontroller in terms of operation frequeny band is quite similar to the supply a wheel-load
ontroller an deliver. The orrelation between integral of dynami wheel load and the
damper veloity is high. In Figure 4.10 the integral of dynami wheel load is plotted vs.
the damper veloity for a road-like exitation. Only frequenies between 1 and 30Hz are
looked at. It an be seen that, simplifying speaking, the greater the damper veloity,
the greater the integral of dynami wheel load. This shows one again that for the given
purpose|braking on a road with a normal roughness|the supply and the demand side
of the problem overlap very well. If the osillation of the integral of dynami wheel load
took plae at frequenies above, let's say, 20Hz and at those frequenies there was not
any osillation of the shok absorber, it would not be possible to purposefully inuene
the ourse of the integral of dynami wheel load by means of ative shok absorbers. The
supply and the demand side of the problem would not math. But, sine the wheel load
integral and the damper veloity are inuened on the same level of physial quantities (the
wheel load integral is on veloity level|due to the integration of the aeleration signals,
and the damper veloity obviously is on veloity level as well) and their distribution in the
frequeny domain is similar, the supply and the demand side of the problem t.
Comparing the results from the quarter-ar simulation model in Figure 4.9 with the ones
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ar model for the front left wheel.
from a real braking proedure in Figure 5.9 on page 132 it an be seen that the qualitative
ourse of the frequeny spetrum is omparable for the simulation and the real world.
Those two gures are omparable beause the simulation is made for an exitation that
dereases with f
 1
and the real-world test drives are exeuted on the `Standard Road',
whose elevation prole dereases with f
 1
, too. In both ases the maximum amplitude of
damper veloity ours between frequenies of 1{2Hz for soft damping. For hard damping
the maximum amplitude lies at a slightly higher frequeny for the simulation (3{4Hz),
whereas in the real world the maximum for hard damping lies at 2Hz. For both hard and
soft damping the amplitudes of damper veloity derease from their low-frequeny maxima
on. The higher amplitudes at very low frequenies below 1Hz in the real-world plot an
be explained by the fat that there the system is not only exited by the seismi exitation
alone, but also by the additional wheel load aused by the weight transfer during braking.
4.4 Wheel Load-Controller|MiniMax-Controller
In setion 4.2 the Wheel Load Inuene Matrix was introdued (refer to Table 4.1 on
page 64). This matrix shows that it is possible to purposefully inuene the ourse of
wheel load. This knowledge about the eet of swithing the shok absorber an be
implemented into a swithing logi. This logi hooses between the two harateristi lines
`soft' and `hard', depending on the inputs `damper veloity' and `request of wheel load',
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and is therefore alled MiniMax-Controller. It is only the two extrema that are seletable
states for the MiniMax-Controller for the following reason:
It is assumed that most of the time the shok absorber annot provide the damper
fore whih is requested. The requested damper fore is either too large or it has a sign
that would make an ative element neessary. Reihel
2
used a ontroller to redue the
osillations of dynami wheel load whih made use of the whole spetrum of harateristi
lines of the ative shok absorber. His results showed that even though there was the
possibility to set the damper urrent to an intermediate level, it was almost at all times
that the output of his ontroller was either `hard' or `soft'. This in onnetion with the
fat that after setting the damper urrent two rst order low-pass lter apply before the
atual damper fore is set (with respet to the damper urrent and with respet to the
damper fore) leads to the onstrution of the MiniMax-ontroller. Both low-pass lter
smooth the ourse of damper fore and bring a time delay to the system. Thus, if the
request at a given time is to inrease the wheel load, this request should be followed by
the ontroller as quikly and as strongly as possible to partly ompensate the eet of the
lters. If the dimension of hange in damper fore was muh greater than it atually is,
this MiniMax-strategy ought to be reonsidered. But for the given system it is suitable.
Another advantage is that the MiniMax-ontroller is independent of the atual har-
ateristi lines of the shok absorber. Furthermore, it is only the sign of the damper
veloity that is neessary as input. Those are two implementation reasons whih make the
MiniMax-ontroller more feasible for lose to reality appliations.
The damper veloity v
D
, or better, the sign of the damper veloity sign(v
D
) provides with
information about the diretion into whih the shok absorber is moving|ompression or
rebound. The request of wheel load F
z;req
has values of either one (inrease wheel load)
or minus one (derease wheel load). This request an ome from any top-level ontroller
whih might be in servie. It an either be a global-hassis-management ontroller or, like
in this ontext, a more spei ontroller, namely the one whose nal purpose is to redue
the braking distane. This top-level ontroller whih delivers the request of wheel load is
desribed in setion 5.3. For now it is not of any interest where the request of wheel load
omes from. It is just either one or minus one.
In Figure 4.11 the priniple funtion of the MiniMax-ontroller is shown. Depending on
the inputs v
D
and F
z;req
the damper urrent I
D
is swithed to either 0 or 1.6A (hard or soft
shok absorbers). This means if either the request of wheel load or the damper veloity
hanges its sign, the ative shok absorber will be swithed from hard to soft or vie versa.
The hange in the ourse of wheel load is not aused by the fat that either hard or soft
damping is present itself. It is aused by the fat that the shok absorber is swithed.
Without swithing, the ourse of wheel load might be good or bad in the sense of small
osillations, but the transient hange whih is used as a tool by the MiniMax-ontroller
only ours when swithing the shok absorber.
Furthermore, sine the damping fator hanges its value from hard to soft or vie versa
every time v
D
passes zero, it is possible to establish artiial harateristi lines for the
ative shok absorbers by means of the MiniMax-ontroller. As it is desribed in setion 3.1,
shok absorbers in general have a stronger rebound than ompression stage, the damper
fores in rebound are greater than in ompression for the same absolute value of damper
2
Reihel (2003): Untersuhungen zum Einuss stufenlos verstellbarer Shwingungsd

ampfer auf das insta-
tion

are Bremsen von Personenwagen.
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Figure 4.11: MiniMax-ontroller.
veloity. With the ative shok absorber for both rebound and ompression the damping
an be set to either soft or hard. If the request of wheel load stays onstant at `inrease
wheel load' (`derease wheel load') during time, this leads to a soft (hard) shok absorber
in rebound and to a hard (soft) shok absorber in ompression. Thus, those artiial
harateristi lines lead to a smaller rebound/ompression ratio
3
s
RC
(refer to equation 3.1
on page 37) of the shok absorber harateristi for `inrease wheel load' and to a greater
spreading for `derease wheel load'.
4.4.1 Artiial Charateristi Lines
By means of the MiniMax-ontroller the ative shok absorber an be operated in har-
ateristi lines whih it does not really posses by onstrution. Figure 4.12 shows those
artiial harateristi lines for the shok absorber of the testing vehile at the front left
wheel. If the request of wheel load F
z;req
is kept onstant at e. g. +1, the shok absorber
will be swithed from hard to soft or vie versa every time the damper veloity passes the
value zero. Thus, for this example the artiial harateristi line in Figure 4.12 whih
is marked with irles will establish. The rebound/ompression ratio s
RC
is muh smaller
than it is for the standard harateristi lines `hard' or `soft'. In fat, for the given shok
absorber s
RC
j
F
z;req
=+1
 1. If the request of wheel load is kept onstant at  1, this ratio
for the then establishing harateristi line s
RC
j
F
z;req
= 1
 3:::5, depending on the damper
veloity's magnitude.
The wheel load whih an be gained at the i-th wheel by swithing the ative shok
absorber from one setting to another (hard to soft or F
z;req
=  1 to F
z;req
= +1, this does
not matter in the short run, it is basially the same in the short run) equals the dierene
of the damper fore F
D;i
between hard and soft damping for a given damper veloity
3
Ratio between the average damping oeÆient in rebound and the average damping oeÆient in om-
pression.
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Figure 4.12: Charateristi lines of the ative shok absorber mantled at the front left wheel
of the testing vehile.
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v

D;i
. Thus, the greater the spreading s
hs
between the hard and the soft harateristi line,
the greater the possible eet on wheel load. But it must be kept in mind that the wheel
load eet whih goes into the desired diretion is always followed by a wheel load eet in
the opposite diretion. This is beause wheel load an neither be inreased nor dereased
in the long run. The mean value of dynami wheel load is always zero in the long run.
4.4.2 Lowering and Lifting of the Vehile's Body
The dierene between damping oeÆient in rebound and ompression leads to a self-
leveling eet. This means that the vehile's body is lowered if the average damper fore
is smaller in ompression than in rebound. In a quarter-ar model the only fores whih
at on the vehile's body are the body damper and the body spring fore. Thus, during
one osillation yle in stationary ondition these fores must sum up to zero. Figure 4.13
shows the priniple of the eet whih leads to a lowering and lifting of the vehile's body.
a) In the stati ase where no osillations are present, the spring's displaement
s
S
= z
B
  z
W
is equal to s
S;stati
.
b) The ative shok absorber is operated suh that the artiial harateristi line is
maximum hard in rebound (I
D
= 0A for v
D
= 0) and minimum soft in ompression
(I
D
= 1:6A for v
D
< 0). This is equivalent to the ase where the request of wheel
load F
z;req
=  1. For a ratio s
RC
> 1 this leads to a lowered body and the mean
spring displaement with respet to time is equal to s
S;1
< s
S;stati
.
) The shok absorber is now operated suh that the artiial harateristi line is min-
imum soft in rebound (I
D
= 1:6A for v
D
= 0) and maximum hard in ompression
(I
D
= 0A for v
D
< 0). This is equivalent to the ase where the request of wheel load
F
z;req
= +1. Now due to the inreased damper fore in ompression and the lowered
damper fore in rebound the wheel load will inrease and ause the body to aeler-
ate upwards as long as due to the inreasing spring fore the vehile's body will at a
point be aelerated downwards again. This is the point in time when the wheel load
is not inreased anymore but the Delta Wheel Load is equal to zero. Afterwards the
wheel load is dereased as long as it takes for the body to reah its new stationary
position.
d) The ative shok absorber is now still operated suh that the request of wheel load
F
z;req
=  1. The vehile's body is now in stationary position again. For a ratio
s
RC
< 1 this leads to a lifted body and the mean spring displaement with respet
to time is equal to s
S;2
> s
S;stati
.
The amount of lifting and lowering of the vehile's body an also be alulated in an
analytial way. The spring and the damper fore are alulated by multiplying the body
spring stiness respetively the body damping oeÆient with the spring displaement
respetively the damper veloity (equations 4.26 and 4.27).
F

B
(t) = 
B
[z
B
(t)  z
W
(t)℄ = 
B
s
S
(t) (4.26)
F
k
B
(t) = k
B
[ _z
B
(t)  _z
W
(t)℄ = k
B
_s
S
(t) = k
B
v
D
(t) (4.27)
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Figure 4.13: A quarter-ar model desribes the vertial movement of the vehiles body when a
seismi exitation auses it to osillate. The amplitudes of the osillations of body z
B
, wheel z
W
and seismi exitation z
0
are referred to as z^
B
, z^
W
and z^
0
. The upwards and downwards pointing
arrow right of the model demonstrates the osillation of the respetive degree of freedom.
If the quarter-ar is in a stationary, periodi mode due to a seismi, periodi exitation,
the spring and the damper fore must sum up to zero over one time period. This is beause
those are the two fores whih move the vehile's body either up or down. If the osillation
is stationary, there is no long-term movement of the body. If it is additionally periodi,
the fores|whih ause an aeleration of the body|must some up to zero over a time
period.
I
F

B
(t) + F
k
B
(t) dt = 0 (4.28)
For the following thoughts the damping oeÆient k
B
is assumed to be onstant in
rebound and ompression but diers with the sign of damper veloity.
k
B
=

k
B;R
for _s
S
= v
D
 0
k
B;C
for _s
S
= v
D
< 0
; (4.29)
where k
B;R
stands for the damping oeÆient in rebound and k
B;C
for the one in om-
pression. The ratio of damping oeÆient in rebound and the one in ompression is alled
s
RC
(refer to setion 3.1). For the testing vehile, s
RC
an have values between approxi-
mately 1 and 3...5 for the front and the rear axle, depending on the damper veloity and
the damper setting|hard and soft, or F
z;req
=  1 and F
z;req
= +1.
k
B;R
k
B;C
= s
RC
(4.30)
Now the osillation of the spring displaement aused by a seismi exitation is as-
sumed to be not only periodi but harmoni plus a onstant displaement s
S;mean
. This
displaement in stationary mode, whih desribes a lowering or lifting of the body, is to
be determined in the following steps.
s
S
(t) = s
S;mean
+ s^
S
os(!t) (4.31)
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This assumption also leads to a harmoni osillation of the damper veloity v
D
(t) = _s
S
(t):
_s
S
(t) =  ! s^
S
sin(!t) (4.32)
Applying equations 4.26, 4.27, 4.31, and 4.32 to equation 4.28 and integrating over one
time period of the assumed periodi osillation leads to:
2
!
Z
0

B
(s
S;mean
+ s^
S
os(!t))  k
B
! s^
S
sin(!t) dt = 0 (4.33)

B
s
S;mean
2
!
 
2
6
4

!
Z
0
k
B;C
! s^
S
sin(!t) dt+
2
!
Z

!
k
B;R
! s^
S
sin(!t) dt
3
7
5
= 0 (4.34)

B
s
S;mean
2
!
+ [k
B;C
s^
S
os(!t)℄

!
0
+ [k
B;R
s^
S
os(!t)℄
2
!

!
= 0 (4.35)

B
s
S;mean
2
!
= 2 k
B;C
s^
S
  2 k
B;R
s^
S
(4.36)
s
S;mean
=
! s^
S
 
B
(k
B;C
  k
B;R
) (4.37)
Applying equation 4.30 and substituting !s^
S
with v^
D
nally leads to:
s
S;mean
=  k
B;C
(s
RC
  1)
v^
D
 
B
(4.38)
From equation 4.37 derives that the self-leveling eet is proportional to the dierene
of linearized damping oeÆients for rebound and ompression, k
B;R
  k
B;C
, and to the
amplitude of the damper veloity v^
D
of a given harmoni osillation. From equation 4.38
derives that the self-leveling eet is proportional to (s
RC
  1), to the linearized damping
oeÆient in ompression k
B;C
, and again to the amplitude of the damper veloity v^
D
of
a given harmoni osillation. It is reiproal to the body spring stiness. It an also be
seen that for a spreading greater than one (damping oeÆient in rebound is greater than
in ompression) an osillation leads to a negative value for s
S;mean
, whih means that the
body is lowered. If the spreading is equal to one (equal damping oeÆient for rebound
and ompression), no self-leveling eet will our at all.
As an be seen in equation 4.13 on page 65, the dynami wheel load an be measured
in terms of the sum of vertial body and vertial wheel aeleration. If the damper is
swithed in suh a way that the hanging damping fore leads to an upwards aeleration
of the vehile's body, this therefore means that the wheel load is inreasing, otherwise the
body would not be aelerated upwards. Of ourse, at the same time the wheel will be
aelerated downwards, whih would indiate a dereasing wheel load. But sine the mass
of the wheel is by fator 8...13 smaller than the mass of the body (22...47 kg ompared to
290...380 kg), this downwards pointing aeleration is 8...13 times greater than the upwards
aeleration of the body. This in ombination with the fat that the maximum deetion
of the tire spring is by fator 10 smaller than the one of the body spring (an be measured
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in terms of stiness: 288 kN/m ompared to 28.6...29 kN/m) leads to the onlusion that
the downwards aeleration of the wheel will last 80...130 times shorter than the upwards
aeleration of the body does. Thus, the part of the eet whih leads to an aeleration of
the wheel will disappear very quikly, whereas the aeleration of the body will last longer
and ontribute to the main part of the eet.
Delta Spring Displaement s
S
As has been shown in the previous setions, swithing from one artiial harateristi line
to another not only inreases or dereases the wheel load, but it also leads to a lowering
or lifting of the vehile's body. The amount of this hange in spring displaement an be
alulated analytially if the ourse of damper veloity is harmoni and if it is assumed
that the damping oeÆients for rebound and ompression are onstant. To measure
the self-leveling eet in reality, where those assumptions do not hold true, a measurand
is introdued. The spring displaement at the i-th wheel s
S;i
is dened as the dierene
between body and wheel displaement z
B;i
 z
W;i
, whereas Delta Spring Displaement is the
dierene between the mean values (with respet to time) of the s
S;i
of the two stationary
states for dierent damping harateristis k
D;1
(v
D
) and k
D;2
(v
D
). Sine for a given seismi
exitation not equal to zero the spring displaement varies with the harateristi of the
ative shok absorber, there is always a lifting respetively lowering of the vehile's body
if the ative shok absorber is swithed from one artiial harateristi line to another.
This lifting or lowering is measured with the Delta Spring Displaement quantity.
s
S;i;1!2
=
1
t
2
  t
s
t
2
Z
t
s
s
S;i
dt 
1
t
s
  t
1
t
s
Z
t
1
s
S;i
dt (4.39)
for t
1
 t
s
and t
2
 t
s
, F
z;req
= req
1
for t 2 [t
1
; t
s
℄ and F
z;req
= req
2
for t 2 [t
s
; t
2
℄.
The shok absorber is swithed from harateristi line 1 to harateristi line 2 and the
quantity measures the dierene in spring displaement for the long-run average before
and after swithing the shok absorber.
4.5 Test Drives on a Typial German Autobahn
In test drives two details of the vertial dynamis are investigated whih annot be inves-
tigated in test rig trials. Firstly, the eet of swithing the shok absorber on the ourse of
wheel load is identied in real test drives. The dierene to test rig trials is the spinning
wheel, the type of osillation of wheel load, and the inoherent exitation at left and right
wheel. For reproduibility reasons those test drives are exeuted on the `Dened Obstales'
test trak (refer to setion 3.4.1). Sine it is not only the vertial but also the longitudinal
dynamis whih are investigated in this kind of test drives, those test drives are overed
in setion 5.2.2.
Seondly, the amount of lowering and lifting of the vehile's body is determined in test
drives on German highways. The question whih needs to be answered is if the amount
of lowering and lifting is similar to the one that an be found on the test trak `Standard
Road', whih is used for exeuting the full-braking test drives. Besides that those highway
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test drives should deliver the time onstant of the vertial movement of the vehile's body.
How long does it take for the body to be lowered or lifted?
To determine how big the self-leveling eet is on an ordinary road, test drives on
400 km of southwestern German Autobahn are exeuted. Besides the purpose to determine
the strength of the self-leveling eet there is yet another objetive whih ought to be
ahieved by those Autobahn test drives: All braking proedures exeuted in hapter 5
are exeuted on the test trak `Standard Road', whih is the pavement of an old aireld
that belongs to Tehnishe Universitat Darmstadt (refer to setion 3.4.2). To determine
if this pavement is representative for a typial German Autobahn the s
S
measured at
the aireld is ompared to the one measured on the Autobahn trak. This omparison
already was made in setion 3.4.2. Here the method to atually determine the Delta
Spring Displaement is explained.
The test drives to determine the Delta Spring Displaement whih ours when driving
on an ordinary road were exeuted on the route shown in Figure 4.14.
1
5
36
12
18
24
30
Darmstadt
Figure 4.14: Routing of the trak that is measured with respet to its unevenness by making
use of the self-leveling eet
4
. The numbers give the number of the road setion that starts at
the given position. The overall length of the testing trak is approximately 400 km.
The vehile's veloity is kept onstant at 85 km/h during the test drives. On all highways
it is the very right lane whih is driven on. There it is possible to drive in between the
truks, whih are lining up on the right lane in Germany, and therefore adopt to their
4
N.N. (2006b): Website { map 24
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onstant veloity. Parts of the test drive in whih the veloity ould not be kept onstant
due to traÆ or other reasons are not analyzed. The testing proedure is as follows: The
strategy to derease (inrease) the wheel load is pursued in eah ase for fteen seonds.
This leads to a lowering (lifting) of the vehile's body. After swithing the strategy to
`inrease' (`derease'), the vehile's body is lifted (lowered). The mean value of the spring
displaement of the front right wheel for the time after swithing the strategy minus the
mean value of spring displaement before swithing the strategy gives the Delta Spring
Displaement of the atual swithing proess. The priniple of this proedure is explained
in Figure 4.15.
t
s
S
t
S
Long-run mean value of 
spring displacement
?s
S
0.9 ?s
S
b
Spring displacement
F
z,req
 = -1 F
z,req
 = +1 
Figure 4.15: Method that is used to determine the Delta Spring Displaement due to swithing
the ontrol of the ative shok absorbers from F
z;req
=  1 to F
z;req
= +1 on an ordinary road.
Sine the body needs time to establish its new position after swithing the strategy, in
eah ase the rst ve seonds after t
S
are not ounted to determine the mean value of
spring displaement. The Delta Spring Displaement s
S
provides information about the
power whih is put into the osillation system `vehile' by passing the pavement. It is
the bigger the faster the vehile drives. In the given ontext, s
S
furthermore provides
information about how strong the swithing eet of the shok absorbers will be and for
how long it will last.
It is not only the Delta Spring Displaement s
S
whih is determined in the Autobahn
test drives, but also the time the vehile's body needs to establish its new stationary
elevation after a swithing of the strategy (`inrease wheel load' to `derease wheel load' or
vie versa). This time t
90%
is dened as the time at whih 90% of the total Delta Spring
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Displaement is reahed after a strategy hange. Sine the pure spring displaement signal
is noisy, it is not the spring displaement itself whih is observed to nd t
90%
, but the
oating mean value of the spring displaement. For the alulation of the oating mean
value of s
S
at a given time, b = 2:5 s of the signal are averaged (1.25 s bakwards and 1.25 s
forwards). Those 2.5 s were determined as the best suitable value by analyzing how many
seonds during a stationary period need to be averaged suh that this mean value is equal
to the long run mean value for every window b. Figure 4.16 shows the desribed quantities
exemplarily for two strategy swithings at the front right wheel on part of the Autobahn.
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Figure 4.16: Result from a swithing the ontrol of the ative shok absorbers from F
z;req
=  1
to F
z;req
= +1 and vie versa on an ordinary road.
For the front right wheel the time t
90%
has mean values for 200 swithings eah of:
F
z;req
=  1 to F
z;req
= +1: t
90%
= 1:1 s
F
z;req
= +1 to F
z;req
=  1: t
90%
= 0:85 s
Those values give a rough impression of how long it takes for the vehile's body to
establish the new stationary ondition after swithing the strategy. They strongly depend
on the value for b and an therefore not deliver information of how long the vehile's body
is aelerated upwards or downwards after swithing the strategy. But still, the values
determined for t
90%
help to determine the time it takes for a strategy hange to have its
full eet on the lifting or lowering of the body.
In Figure 4.17 the results of determining the front right Delta Spring Displaement s
S;fr
for the hosen highways are shown. The averaged values of s
S;fr
for every road setion
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are plotted versus the number of the respetive road setion (for the numbering refer to
Figure 4.14). For eah road setion there are approximately 10{12 swithing proesses,
5{6 in eah diretion (`inrease' to `derease' and vie versa). It an be seen that the Delta
Spring Displaement varies in a range from 2{4mm in both diretions|either swithing
from `inrease' to `derease' or vie versa. Figure 4.17 shows that there are some setions
whih are worse than other setions in the sense that the pavement is rougher. Numbers
6, 7, 20, 22, and 28, 29 have a higher mean value of Delta Spring Displaement than the
other setions. Those are road setions whih follow lose behind the ity of Stuttgart
on the Autobahn no. 8 and setions lose behind the Kreuz Walldorf on Autobahn no. 5.
Those parts of the highway system are known to be in a poor ondition. Several bumps
and short waves follow eah other there. Beside those setions the results of the other parts
of all Autobahn setions overdriven lie in a band of s
S;fr
 2{3mm. Sine the result for
the Delta Spring Displaement of the hosen test trak `Standard Road' also lies within
this band, this test trak is assumed to be representative for those southwestern German
highways (refer to setion 3.4.2).
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Figure 4.17: Mean values of the Delta Vertial Displaement s
S;fr
of the front right wheel
whih ours when swithing from one request of wheel load (e. g. `derease wheel load') to
another (e. g. `inrease wheel load').
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4.6 Test Rig Experiments
Test rig trials are exeuted to validate the Wheel Load Inuene Matrix (refer to Table 4.1
on page 64) and the assumptions of the quarter-ar model desribed in setion 4.3. The
hypothesis is formed that the wheel load an be inuened purposefully in a desired di-
retion. But it is not only this question of the diretion of the eet whih needs to be
answered. In fat, the time behavior and the absolute values by whih the wheel load an
be inuened must be determined in order to be able to deide if the ative shok absorber
and its swithing an aet the vertial dynamis heavily enough to nally inrease the
braking performane. In setion 4.3 it ould be shown that the damping veloity is highest
at low frequenies when driving on a road with a typial unevenness. The next question
whih needs to be answered is: How is the damper veloity onneted to the eet whih
the ative shok absorber an have on the ourse of wheel load?
4.6.1 Method
To answer these questions a testing proedure was developed whih allows to measure the
inuene of swithing the shok absorber from one onstant harateristi line to another,
e. g. from hard to soft damping or vie versa. During this proedure the testing vehile
is put on a 4-post test rig (for a detailed desription of this test rig refer to setion 3.3)
and stimulated by seismi exitations on either all wheels, only one wheel, one axle, or one
side. No matter where the seismi exitation is applied, it always is applied as a sinusoidal
osillation at one onstant frequeny during one trial. The frequenies applied range from
0.5Hz up to 30Hz, in order to over the whole spetrum of relevant vertial osillations
of the vehile. The amplitude s^
P
with whih the testing vehile is exited depends on
the given frequeny. It is the reiproal of the exitation frequeny f
e
times a onstant
s^
P;1Hz
= 50mm.
s^
P
(f
e
) =
1
f
e
s^
P;1Hz
(4.40)
or on veloity level:
^
_s
P
= 2 50mm=s  0:314m=s = onst: (4.41)
The periodi seismi exitation eventually leads to a periodi response of the whole
system. This means that one the whole system osillates in a stationary ondition, the
ourse of every single quantity is periodi. Thus, it is possible to measure the eet of
swithing the ative shok absorber at a wheel. Changing any parameter of the osillating
system leads to a transient reation of the system and nally to a new stationary situation.
Now that it is known what would have happened if the shok absorber had not been
swithed (beause the ourses of all measurands are periodi), the dierene between the
atual ourse of any measurand after swithing the shok absorber and the proposed ourse
whih would have established if the shok absorber had not been swithed gives information
about how the swithing proess aets the system. For all tests whose results are shown
here the standard ination pressure of p
T
= 2:3 bar is used.
Before the detailed desription of the developed testing method starts, some denitions
shall be introdued. The quantities whih are essential for the measuring proess are the
following ones.
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Swithing Time t
s
The swithing time t
s
is the time at whih the damper is swithed from one onstant
damper setting to another. For all following denitions the time sale is set suh that
t
s
= 0 s. I. e. the time starts to ount at the time of swithing the shok absorber.
Delta Wheel Load F
z
The dierene of the dynami wheel load after swithing the shok absorber and the
dynami wheel load whih would have established if the shok absorber had not been
swithed is alled Delta Wheel Load F
z
.
F
z
(t) = F
w
z;dyn
  F
w=o
z;dyn
(4.42)
For a time period t 2 [ t
s
; t
s
+ t
searh
℄ it is dened as:
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z
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8
>
>
<
>
>
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F
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s
; t
s
+ T )
F
z;dyn
(t)  F
z;dyn
(t  2T ) for t 2 [t
s
; t
s
+ 2T )
: : : : : :
F
z;dyn
(t)  F
z;dyn
(t  nT ) for t 2 [t
s
; t
s
+ t
searh
)
; (4.43)
where T is the time period T =
1
f
e
of the respetive seismi osillation. The time period
for whih an eet is searhed after swithing the shok absorber is t
searh
= 200ms. It is
hosen suh that every eet lies within this time period. The Delta Wheel Load always
refers to the ourse of wheel load one period before the swithing takes plae, no matter
how many periods after the swithing are searhed for an eet. That means it always
refers to what would have happened if the shok absorber had not been swithed.
Delta Wheel Load Integral FI
The integral of the dierene of the wheel load values with swithing and without swithing,
FI, is dened for the same time period t 2 [ t
s
; t
s
+ t
searh
℄ as:
FI(t) =
t
Z
t
s
F
z
() d (4.44)
Eet Time t
e
The Eet Time t
e
is dened as the time at whih the absolute value of Delta Wheel
Load Integral rosses a given boundary FI
bound
for the rst time after swithing the shok
absorber.
t
e
= min
 
t 2 [ t
s
; t
s
+ t
searh
℄ j jFI(t)j > FI
bound

(4.45)
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Total Eet Time t
e;tot
The Total Eet Time t
e;tot
is the time at whih the eet aused by swithing the shok
absorber vanishes, meaning that F
z
rosses zero for the rst time after t
e
.
t
e;tot
= min ( t 2 [ t
e
; t
s
+ t
searh
℄ j jF
z
(t)j = 0) (4.46)
Eet Magnitude A
e
The Eet Magnitude A
e
is dened as the Delta Wheel Load Integral FI, ounted from
t
s
to t
s
+ t
e
. In this thesis and for the given testing vehile t
e
= 50ms. The value of
this time period mainly depends on the dynamis of the ative shok absorber and on the
vertial dynamis of the vehile. It is hosen in suh a way that for the given experimental
setup the mean value of the Total Eet Time t
e;tot
is greater or equal to t
e
for every
exitation frequeny.
A
e
= FI(t
s
+t
e
) (4.47)
Total Eet Magnitude A
e;tot
The Total Eet Magnitude A
e;tot
is dened as the Delta Wheel Load Integral FI ounted
from t
s
to t
e;tot
. After t > t
e;tot
the Delta Wheel Load F
z
hanges its sign and therefore the
Delta Wheel Load Integral's absolute value dereases. Thus, by the Total Eet Magnitude
the maximum positive eet of a swithing of the ative shok absorber from hard to soft
or vie versa is measured. The Total Eet Magnitude is not the maximum eet that
an be ahieved by swithing the shok absorber from `derease' to `inrease' or vie versa.
But it still gives an impression of how muh eet an be gained by only swithing the
shok absorber from one onstant harateristi line to another.
A
e;tot
= FI(t
e;tot
) (4.48)
In Figure 4.18 the method whih is used on the test rig is desribed. It shows the ourse of
dynami wheel load vs. time for one wheel whih stands exemplary for all wheels. At time
t
s
the ative shok absorber at the respetive wheel is swithed from one onstant setting to
another. Seletable settings are soft (I
D
= I
D;max
= 1:6A), middle (I
D
= I
D;middle
= 0:8A)
and hard (I
D
= I
D;min
= 0A).
Long before the swithing of the shok absorber (approximately ve time periods) the
whole system has reahed its stationary mode. One the shok absorber is swithed, the
ourse of dynami wheel load hanges with respet to the ourse one time period before.
The integral of the dierene between the dashed line and the solid line between t
s
  T
and t
s
measures this hange. There is a dead time between swithing the shok absorber
and its rst measurable eet on dynami wheel load in whih the ourse of dynami wheel
load remains similar to the one a period before. Until t
e
it is not possible to notie that
the shok absorber has been swithed at all, only by looking at the wheel load.
To investigate the swithing proess means to investigate the transient behavior of the
system, shifting from one stationary state to another. The swithing of the shok absorber
hanges the governing equations of the system. It an be interpreted in suh a way that
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Switching of the 
shock absorber
Stationary oscillation
t
Fz,dyn
ts-T tste,tot-T
T=1/fe
te-T
50 ms
Ae,tot
Ae
Figure 4.18: Priniple of the test rig experiment that has been developed to measure the eet
of a swithing of the ative shok absorber on the dynami wheel load in both the time and
the magnitude frame. The integral of the dierene of dynami wheel load after the swithing
and a time period before gives information about the strength of the swithing eet and the
time that it needs for the eet to take plae.
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two systems (hard and soft) are started at the same initial onditions. It is then the two
dierent ourses of wheel load whih are ompared.
Besides determining the eet of swithing the shok absorber, the test rig trials are
also valid to verify the use of the quarter-ar model. Figure 4.19 shows the strategy to
verify the usage of a quarter-ar model in order to model the transient behavior after a
swithing proess. The vehile is put on the test rig and exited in the previously desribed
manner. It is not only an exitation at every four wheels (a) whih is applied, but also an
exitation at only the front axle (b), only the front left wheel (), and only one trak (d).
The assumption is that the kind of exitation (a{d) does not inuene the swithing eet
dramatially in both magnitude and time frame.
m
B
m
W
z
W
z
B
z
0
c
W
c
B
k
W
k
B
Excited wheel
Non-excited wheel
a)
c)
b)
d)
Figure 4.19: Validation strategy to prove the orretness of use of a quarter-ar model.
To assure that this assumption holds true, the null hypothesis H
0
and its alternative
hypothesis H
1
are formed:
H
0
: The results of the swithing proedure with respet to Eet Time and Eet Magni-
tude for a wheel vary with the type of seismi exitation|whether it is only applied
at this wheel or at other wheels at the same time as well.
H
1
: The results of the swithing proedure with respet to Eet Time and Eet Mag-
nitude for a wheel are the same, no matter if the seismi exitation is applied only
at the swithed wheel or at other wheels at the same time as well.
It must be tested if by applying a `worst ase' senario (exitation b{d), whih is valid
for falsifying the hypothesis H
0
, it an atually be falsied. If this is the ase, the opposite
of the hypothesis (the results are independent of the existene of seismi exitation at other
than the inspeted wheel) is assumed to be true. If this again is the ase, if the measured
results of a swithing proess depend only on the measurands of this wheel, a quarter-ar
model is suitable to model the swithing proess.
Even if it an be shown that the eet of swithing the shok absorber at a wheel is
independent of the plaes of exitation, it does not neessarily mean that swithing the
shok absorber at a wheel does not inuene the ourse of wheel load at other wheels.
But this is another aspet, and even if there is this eet on other wheels, modeling the
swithing at a wheel by a quarter-ar model is still valid. The eet that swithing the shok
absorber on one wheel has on another wheel annot be implemented in a ontroller, beause
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the eet on other wheels depends on the atual damper veloity of those. Depending on
the damper veloity at the non-swithed shok absorber, it an either be a positive or a
negative eet whih is aused by the swithed shok absorber at the non-swithed wheel.
But sine the eet of swithing is greater at the swithed wheel than at the non-swithed
wheel, it is always better to swith the shok absorber if this is the output of the wheel-load
ontroller at the wheel whih ought to be swithed than to retain the swithing due to the
damper veloity situation of the non-swithed wheel.
Summarizing, if the eet at a wheel mainly depends only on the osillations at this
wheel, this means that for the wheel-load ontroller it is admissible to use an individual
ontroller for every wheel.
4.6.2 Results
The experiments previously desribed are undertaken for exitation frequenies between
0.5 and 30Hz. The loation of exitation varies from exitation at all four wheels to
exitation at only one wheel over only one trak, and one axle. At those wheels where no
exitation takes plae the shok absorbers are set to their hardest damping.
In Figure 4.20 the measured eet is exemplarily shown for an all-wheel exitation at
a frequeny of f
e
= 2Hz for the front left wheel. The dynami wheel load with and
without swithing, the damper veloity, and the damper urrent are shown. At time t
s
the shok absorber is swithed from hard to soft. The damper veloity v
D
(t
s
) at time of
swithing is negative, whih means that the shok absorber is in ompression. Therefore
what is expeted (referred to the wheel load inuene matrix in Table 4.1 on page 64) is
the lowering of wheel load. And this is in fat what happens: At t
e
 20ms after swithing
the shok absorber the ourse of wheel load F
w
z;dyn
(t) is signiantly below the ourse of
wheel load F
w=o
z;dyn
(t). The wheel load with swithing is at the maximum approximately
800N lower than for the ourse without swithing the shok absorber.
Furthermore, Figure 4.20 shows that the eet is reversed after the Total Eet Time
t
e;tot
is reahed. It is starting from there that the until then negative wheel load integral
beomes more positive, beause the Delta Wheel Load is also positive from t
e;tot
on. It
is approximately at the time when the damper veloity hanges its sign that the eet
beomes negative. This makes sense in the way that it is due to the damper veloity that
a damper fore is present at all. The hange of this damper fore is the hange in wheel
load whih an be measured and used for ontroller purposes.
If now the damper veloity hanges its diretion, the eet will not go into the desired
diretion anymore. It will rather be the opposite of what was desired when swithing
the shok absorber, when the damper veloity had a dierent sign. When applying the
swithing of the shok absorber into a ontroller this fat needs to be remembered. The
rst eet aused by the swithing is `positive' in the sense that it points in the diretion
whih was requested when swithing the shok absorber. But between 30 and 200ms later
the desired eet is over and from then on it is `negative' in the sense that the Delta Wheel
Load now points in the undesired diretion. It depends mainly on the exitation frequeny
when this point of return will be reahed, but it will be reahed eventually in every ase.
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Figure 4.20: Test rig experiment: Eet of swithing the shok absorber at the front left
wheel at an exitation frequeny of f
e
= 2Hz. Exitation on all four wheels.
Time Frame
The plot in Figure 4.20 shows the results of only one swithing proess exemplarily. To
make a swithing proess omparable to one another, the previously desribed quantities
Eet Time and Eet Magnitude were introdued. In this setion the eet of swithing
the shok absorber in the time frame is analyzed. In Figure 4.21 the Total Eet Time
and the Eet Time are plotted vs. the exitation frequeny for the front left wheel. The
same is shown in Figure 4.22 for the rear right wheel.
In both ases it an be seen that the average Eet Time is approximately onstant for
every exitation frequeny. At the rear axle it takes slightly longer for the eet to get to
the tire ontat zone. This is probably beause the shok absorbers at the rear axle are
not mantled diretly to the axle. There the damper fore ats via a lever arm on the axle,
and this lever arm is suspended in a rubber mounting, whih ould lead to a time delay
in the transmission path of damper fore to wheel load. The Total Eet Time dereases
with an inreasing exitation frequeny. This is due to the fat that swithing the shok
absorber has an positive eet on the ourse of the wheel load only as long as the damper
veloity has the same sign as it had at the time of swithing.
Furthermore, it an be seen that the diretion in whih the shok absorber is swithed
(hard to soft or soft to hard) eets neither the Eet Time nor the Total Eet Time
strongly.
This means: First of all, assuming that superposition an be done, the average time
that it takes for the swithing of the shok absorber to have an eet on the wheel load is
independent of the type of exitation, may it be a noise, a periodi or any other transient
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Results: front left wheel
Figure 4.21: Total Eet Time and Eet Time vs. exitation frequeny for front left wheel
and seismi exitation at all four wheels equally.
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Figure 4.22: Total Eet Time and Eet Time vs. exitation frequeny for rear right wheel
and seismi exitation at all four wheels equally.
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